
HOW TO WRITE A HYPOTHESIS STATEMENT SENTENCES

7 tips for writing a good hypothesis for a student science project. Kristin, two of our staff scientists, offer the following
good and bad examples.

Good Hypothesis Poor Hypothesis When there is less oxygen in the water, rainbow trout suffer more lice.
Notice that these statements contain the words , if and then. A better way to write a hypotheses is to use a
formalized hypotheses Example: If skin cancer is related to ultraviolet light, then people with a high exposure
to uv light will have a higher frequency of skin cancer. Use this finding to nullify your hypothesis. There is no
clear indication of what will be measured to evaluate the prediction. Now, this is not a good experiment
because it does not take into account other factors, such as hormone levels, stress, sun exposure, exercise or
any number of other variables which might conceivably affect your skin. It could be a research, when the
particular point of discussion is specific. This information is used to write a hypothesis statement. This is a
question that you ask yourself when you are interested in a topic, and you want to study it. It builds upon
previously accumulated knowledge e. What if they exercised, will it reduce the level of obesity amongst
women? The researcher then does research that is to prove the hypothesis. Below is a short explanation of a
hypothesis statement and some examples of hypothesis statements. Below are some of the ways in which you
can be able to perfect your hypothesis. Generally, you want to turn a logical hypothesis into an empirical
hypothesis, putting your theories or postulations to the test. Hypothesis gives you the variables that can
contradict themselves. This step is not included in a formal lab report introduction section. The information to
be gathered should be unbiased and accurate. When Are Hypotheses Used? Here, trial and error is leading to a
series of findings. Get a simple hypothesis topic that will not give you a headache to come up with the
questions and formulating a hypothesis. Example: If the diffusion rate dependent variable through a membrane
is related to molecular size independent variable , then the smaller the molecule the faster it will pass through
the membrane. Write your initial answer to the question in a clear, concise sentence. Many hypotheses have
been proposed and tested. If I add fertilizer to my garden, then my plants will grow faster. Bacterial growth
may be affected by temperature. This experiment uses scientific methods to search for the use of machines to
conclude. Your hypothesis is not the scientific question in your project. Step 2 Feeling Stuck on Your Essay?
Do some preliminary research Your initial answer to the question should be based on what is already known
about the topic. Information could also be found in websites and videos and other digital devices. This will
help you in drawing research questions. Predictions show of the future events but hypothesis are just guess
work that are in the progress of research. So, if you eat fatty food every day for a week and suffer breakouts
and then don't breakout the week that you avoid greasy food, you can be pretty sure something is up. This
helps ensure that your statement is specific enough. Step 1 Why is the percentage of obese women more than
that of men? It can take more than one person or one generation to prove. For instance, a hypothesis can be
drawn from looking into the relationship between exercising and not Gettysburg obese. However, there are
many things about evolution that are not fully understood such as gaps in the fossil record. Give your findings
on the results to either your teacher or whoever it may concern.


